
Persuasive Essay Writing Tips & Ideas 
 

Persuasive essays or position papers are a form of writing where the writer convinces the audience of a 

particular point of view. 

 Learning how to write persuasive essays is important because whatever the profession you pursue 

there is always the need to prove your point, even if you hire essay writing service providers, you still 

have to have an idea of what formation, knowledge, and facts are required to write a persuasive essay. 

Now a day’s social media has made a difference in how people used to prove a point, but still persuasive 

essays hold great importance and everyone should know how to write one. 

 

There are 8 steps to writing a good and appealing persuasive essay, the first and most important point is 

research. Before proving a point to the audience, it is important to firmly believe it, doing research is the 

best way to make sure that the point being presented holds ground, and the audience should be 

convinced to accept it. The other seven points to writing a good persuasive essay are 

 

1) Organizing Points: presenting a point requires organization, a very authentic point can be easily 

disregarded if the argument is not well organized. Few steps should be followed to organize your 

argument. 

• Why: why are you presenting this write my paper idea? What was the problem? 

• What: What is the solution you propose? 

• How: how do you propose that the solution be implemented. 

• Pros and Cons: what advantages and disadvantages does your idea have. 

 

2) Passion: presenting a persuasive paper requires passion, you can only convince others of a concept 

that you firmly believe in. Presenting your point dominantly helps convince the audience to at least pay 

attention to what you have to say. Using words like "strongly" "definitely" "surely" and others like these 

create the impression that the essay writer is sure of what he is representing. 

 

3) Learn about the audience: having an idea about the audience helps. There are two things to know 

about the audience, first, depending upon the field and topic whether your audience is more facts-

oriented or more discussion-oriented. And what age group will be your top demographic, will it be high-

school, college, or university students or just the general research community. 
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4) Support: the whole reason for writing a persuasive essay is to convince people, but no matter how 

good your paper is or how well made your point is, if your argument is not well supported.  

 

Although this point seems redundant because many people think that when someone is writing a whole 

paper just for one point he will support it strongly, the important part to note here is that supporting an 

argument means dedicating a whole essay to that point. The complete essay that was written should 

converge into supporting the truth and need for the paper writing service writer's argument and present 

a persuasive speech. 

 

5) Facts: although it is mostly dependent upon the topic and field of the essay, usually it is considered 

very professional to embed all the related and concerning facts. Including tables, charts, and previous 

papers in your essay concentrates the information and focuses the attention of the reader onto that one 

point. 

 

6) Draft: once the idea is finalized and all the information and facts are gathered, it is better to create a 

first rough draft of your essay. You do not have to be writing a big or very impactful essay, school 

assignments and other essays should also be first made into the rough draft and then carefully written 

into a final product. 

 

7) Hire professional help: hire write my essay online services for finalizing your rough draft. The more 

important point of writing a persuasive essay is the point and idea, if you came up with a great idea and 

collected all the information and data, you deserve to have a well-written essay back up your point. But 

not all great thinkers or researchers are great writers too, so hiring help just to finish up and polish your 

work can benefit you and help you present a really professional product. 
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Is it Illegal to Have Someone to Write My Paper for Me? 

Where Can I Get Someone to Write My Paper for Cheap Rates? 
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